
    The Holeshot
  Attention in the pits!  Drivers meeting at 7:30 A.M. sharp.  Be there or miss  
  hot laps. The Eagle Scout out there shredding the track with his Polaris is  
  none other than number 104 Ben Lindbom.   Are you RACE READY?  
One of the most important elements to master in most all of the entire racing world is the hole-
shot.   Many snocross racers count the start as one of the most important elements of a race.  It is 
extremely important in those forms of the sport where the tracks are very small, tight & difficult 
to pass on, which certainly cover many snocross course venues.
  When the flag drops, the hole shot is just an explosion of pure adrenaline mixed horse-
power, chaos, & sometimes shear madness of ultimate raging battles into that first corner.   It 
starts with picking your spot on the line & progresses with the release of your grip on the brake 
to go full throttle right to the bar.  Side by side for mere seconds before that menacing first turn, 
the racers will muscle their way into the most advantageous position possible.  You can rest as-
sured that not one racer has “ease off” on his mind or wants to be first to “let off the throttle”.
  This is what all the preparation in the pits is for.  Racers save their money, buy 
the high performance parts, labor on their machines, sleep, dream, eat, imagine themselves 
inches & feet ahead of all the other competitors.  All the momentum up to this point is for that 
pivotal transfer of power & position from the starting lineup into that first corner.   Like a thun-
der crack across the sky, man & machine mix into one for an incredible test of will power, cour-
age, & sometimes insanity off the line.   This is where the meaning of...  Faster, faster, faster, 
until the thrill of speed overcomes the fear of death... Hold it to the bar until you see god then 
keep er pinned, originate from.  In this world of go big or go home, winning the holeshot can be 
as much of an adrenaline rush as winning the entire race. 
 A winner can also be defined by who keeps coming back for more, making sure every 
point counts, always doing your best,  & giving the crowd a show.  Big shout out to all the fans!  
Thanks for your support, you make all of this possible.   More exciting racing action at...
benlindbom.com       http://benlindbom.wordpress.com/    
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